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It would be more accurate to say that he only managed a few feeble cries instead of 
saying that he tried their best. 

After a few minutes, Tobias casually threw the martial artist to the ground. 

The martial artist was still alive, but he was aging rapidly. 

In a matter of minutes, his hair had turned white. 

He seemed to be in his fifties, but now he looked like he was in his seventies or 
eighties. 

Many people were in a state of shock as they witnessed this scene. 

Tobias, on the other hand, had a sinister grin on his face. 

His power was growing quickly. 

The sensation of his increasing strength was quite thrilling and amazing. 

Tobias noticed James, who was lying lifeless on the ground in the adjacent cell. 

“James…” 

His expression darkened.He soon walked out of the cell and approached James. 

“Tobias, what are you trying to do?” 

Bennett, who was sitting on the ground, said sternly. 

“I’ll deal with you after I absorb James’ power,” Tobias said indifferently, casting a 
glance at Bennett. 

“You…” 

Bennett was enraged.He was itching to get up and fight.However, he could not even 
move his body. 

Jackson joined in, his voice weak, “Tobias, don’t do anything stupid.” 

Callan did not say anything.He was still trying to access his acupoints. 



Even though much time had passed, he was still unable to forcibly unblock his 
acupoints because his power could not compete with James’ True Heavenly Energy. 

Tobias got closer to James.He looked at James, who was on the ground with blood at 
the corner of his mouth and dying. 

“James, you never expected yourself to be reduced to this state one day, huh?” 

he said, stepping on James with his leg and looking down at him. 

He raised his hand. 

A powerful burst of energy was released from his palm. 

James’ body was immediately yanked up. 

He then pressed his palm against James’ head. 

At that moment, James could clearly feel the True Energy in his body dwindling.His 
expression changed. 

“You…Tobias.What are you doing? Stop, right now…” 

Tobias fervently absorbed James’ True Energy using the Great Law of Absorption. 

James had an overly powerful and excessive amount of True Energy, so Tobias’ True 
Energy was increasing rapidly at this moment.His body swelled up in an instant, like a 
balloon. 

“Damn it.” 

As he witnessed this, Callan was filled with rage as well. 

Regardless, he could not move as his acupoints were struck. 

“Ah…” 

James cried out in agony. 

The Great Law of Absorption was unsettling. 

While James’ True Energy was diminishing, Tobias’ power was growing exponentially. 

This continued for about ten minutes. 

In roughly ten minutes, James’ power was completely drained. 



Tobias laughed maniacally as he casually threw him to the ground. 

“Haha.James.You are now disabled.James Caden does not exist in this world from now 
on.” 

After that, he reached out his hands. 

Then, he delivered a few strikes. 

They landed on James’ limbs. 

The tendons in James’ hands and legs snapped in an instant. 

James immediately passed out from the intense pain. 

It was uncertain whether he was still alive. 

After incapacitating James, Tobias was in a good mood. 

Looking at Callan and Bennett’s faces that were filled with rage, he said nonchalantly, 
“I’ll absorb the others’ power first, then I’ll return to absorb yours.” 

Tobias did not waste any time.He knew this was Lucjan’s territory, so he had to move 
quickly. 

If Lucjan appeared, such a great opportunity would be gone. 
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Tobias struck them one by one, absorbing all the powers of the martial artists in the 
dungeon. 

However, after taking in a little over ten of them, his True Energy was saturated.His 
entire body felt bloated to him. 

A gust of powerful True Energy was thrashing about within his body. 

It felt like it was going to explode. 

“No.This is an exceptional chance.I can’t pass this up.” 

Tobias did not want to let go of this fantastic opportunity.He began to suppress the True 
Energy he had absorbed. 



While Tobias was obsessively taking in True Energy, Thea arrived.She had been trailing 
behind him. 

Thea did not, however, make a hasty appearance. 

She was aware that there were numerous traps and surveillance cameras inside. 

It took her a long time just to pass through the Thousand- Machinery Formation quietly. 

After entering the underground palace, she began her search slowly and deliberately, 
eventually finding the dungeon. 

A number of Gu Sect disciples were stationed at the dungeon’s entrance. 

There were about fifty of them, and they all had swords in their hands. 

Thea furrowed her brow slightly, getting lost in her thoughts. 

She had a great chance to save the others since Lucjan was not currently around, so 
she held onto the Malevolent Sword and started to walk over. 

“Who?” 

As soon as she appeared, the Gu Sect disciples noticed her. 

Thea drew the Malevolent Sword and swung it. 

In an instant, a Sword Light measuring a hundred meters in length flashed and struck 
down. 

Those who were hit had their bodies disintegrate on the spot. 

Those who managed to avoid being struck were hurled into the air by the terrifying 
Sword Light and fell to the ground, where they remained motionless. 

Tobias could hear the commotion outside from the dungeon. 

His nerves began to race. 

He chose to ignore it and did not leave, since he was quickly absorbing the power of the 
others. 

For each person he absorbed True Energy from, he could reduce his cultivation time by 
a sizable amount. 

An alarm went off as Thea showed up and started to attack. 



In the room where Lucjan and the others were… 

They had gathered and were talking about the dragon. 

At that moment, the alarm sounded. 

“Oh, no.” 

Lucjan stood up immediately. 

With palpable anxiety on his face, he shouted, “Something happened in the 
dungeon.Go take a look, quickly.” 

He dashed toward the dungeon. 

The First Blood Emperor and Thomas, who was disguised as Ezekiel, followed closely 
behind. 

After killing the people posted at the dungeon’s entrance, Thea moved towards it with 
the Malevolent in her hand. 

She arrived at the entrance of the dungeon. 

With a slash of her sword… 

Boom! The iron gate of the dungeon crumbled on impact. 

Then, she quickly walked over. 

As soon as Thea entered, she noticed James, who was passed out on the ground of the 
dungeon, lifeless and covered in blood. 

She also saw Tobias, who was still taking in the others’ power. 

Tobias turned around. 

His face paled slightly when he saw the appearance of the person who had just arrived. 

“The Celestial Sect’s Sect Leader?” 

He had never met the Celestial Sect’s Sect Leader before, but he had heard of their 
legend. 

Thea cast a glance at Tobias, then immediately rushed over to James, appearing in 
front of James in a blink of an eye. 



She held up James, who was lying on the ground, and hurriedly examined his injuries. 

Bennett, who was sitting on the ground, spoke up weakly, “J- James…He…His power 
was all absorbed by Tobias. 

“He also struck James and injured him.” 

Boom! Bennett’s words came like a bolt from the blue.It was as if lightning had struck 
Thea’s brain.She was completely frozen, staring at James, who was unconscious and 
on the verge of death. 

This lasted for about three seconds. 

“Ahhh!” she roared in rage as she suddenly lifted her head. 

Her long, dark hair moved independently of the wind, standing up on its own. 

The blood in her body was like a slumbering beast waking up in shock and going 
berserk. 

Like hot, boiling water, her blood continued to seethe, releasing an endless amount of 
energy like an erupting volcano. 

A terrifying gust of murderous energy swept through the area, rumbling. 
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This burst of energy affected the dungeon. 

Some of the iron gates in the dungeon were blown to pieces in an instant. 

Thea suddenly stood up.She was wearing a mask.Her face was hidden, but a set of 
blood-red eyes were visible. 

Tobias sensed a frightening aura. 

He immediately gave up on absorbing the martial artists’ True Energy, threw the one he 
was holding aside, and turned around to flee. 

Thea chased after him with the Malevolent Sword in her hand. 

Lucjan ran over when he heard the alarm go off.He had not even reached the 
dungeon’s entrance when someone dashed toward him. 



“Tobias, don’t move!” 

Lucjan shouted loudly and launched himself into the air, striking with his palm. 

Tobias struck Lucjan’s palm with his as he rushed forward. 

Boom! Two massive bursts of power slammed into one another. 

Lucjan was blasted backward. 

Tobias, on the other hand, took off quickly. 

Thea rushed out at that precise moment, overflowing with Murderous Energy. 

She ignored Lucjan and the others, and instead immediately went after Tobias. 

Thomas, disguised as Ezekiel, furrowed his brow and thought to himself, ‘What’s 
happening? Why does she have such terrifying Murderous Energy?’ 

After Thea left, Lucjan walked over to the First Blood Emperor and Ezekiel.His face was 
a little pale. 

There was even some blood at the corner of his mouth.He looked grave. 

“Tobias…Why is he so powerful?” 

Thomas, in the guise of Ezekiel, remained silent and quickly walked into the dungeon. 

As soon as he entered, he saw many people lying on the ground, crying out in pain. 

James had collapsed in a pool of blood. 

Thomas rushed over and bent down to examine James’ injuries. 

As he assessed them, his face darkened. 

Lucjan was trailing behind. 

He asked, “Mr.Zayden, how is he?” 

Thomas, who was pretending to be Ezekiel, rose to his feet slowly. 

With a rare grimace, he said, “James is incapacitated.There’s no True Energy in his 
body.His tendons were all jolted and snapped.” 

At that moment, Thomas was livid. 



No matter how tormenting the outside world was, he could ignore it. 

No matter how serious James’ injuries were, he could turn a blind eye to them. 

All of these things served as lessons for James. 

However, James was now crippled. 

“Chase after them.” 

Without waiting for Thomas to pursue them, Lucjan gave his order, “Tobias and the Sect 
Leader of the Celestial Sect must be killed.” 

Tobias, who was posing as Ezekiel, rushed out as soon as he was done speaking. 

The First Blood Emperor followed closely behind. 

Lucjan sprinted after them as well without hesitation. 

“Argh! n As they began their pursuit, Callan also gained access to his acupoints by 
force.After opening up his acupoints, he quickly tried to expel the venom.He was a 
Grand Master who used Gu venom as well, so he was aware of its flaws. 

In less than a minute, he managed to force the venom out of his body while enduring 
the pain. 

After that, he immediately unblocked Bennett’s acupoints. 

“Stay here and save the others.I’ll go after them and take a look.” 

Callan left those words and dashed out of the dungeon in a flash. 

After his acupoints were unblocked, Bennett got to his feet and started to unseal the 
others’ acupoints as well while helping them to leave. 

At that point, Tobias had already dashed out of the underground palace. 

Making the most of his speed, he ran through the vast desert. 

Thea moved swiftly as well. 

The Malevolent Sword released a beam of Sword Light that was a hundred meters long 
and slashed toward Tobias who was in the distance. 

Tobias quickly evaded it. 



Boom! The hundred-meter-long Sword Light slammed down on the desert floor. 

A pit that was a hundred meters long and dozens of meters deep immediately appeared 
in the ground. 

“They’re that strong?” 

As he fled, Tobias felt the aura behind him and could not help but be terrified.He had 
heard of the Celestial Sect’s leader but had never actually met them, much less 
engaged in combat with them. 

Sensing the Murderous Energy behind him, he lost his courage to fight. 

Despite having absorbed True Energy from a lot of people, including James, he still 
lacked the courage to do so. 

After all, he needed to meditate in seclusion right now. 

If he refined this True Energy, he would be unrivaled in this world. 

“I will take your life!” 

A roar of intense fury could be heard from behind him. 
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Thea’s ability to reason had left her at this point.She kept picturing James lying in a pool 
of blood, her mind replaying the scene over and over. 

“His power was absorbed…” 

“He also struck James and injured him…” 

These words continued to ring in her head, agitating her. 

Hatred had already taken over her. 

“Die.” 

There was only one thought on her mind: avenge James by killing the person in front of 
her.She made full use of her speed. 

Only a sliver of her afterimage could be seen as she dashed forward, appearing over 
Tobias’ head. 



With the Malevolent Sword in her hands, she slashed at him. 

Tobias cried out in dismay.He immediately drew a longsword from its sheath behind 
him. 

While wielding the longsword, he executed the Thirteen Heavenly Swords. 

A terrifying Sword Energy burst forth. 

Boom! Sword Energy and Sword Light collided. 

An explosion instantly erupted in the sky. 

Like water, energy waves rippled throughout the area in all directions. 

As if it had been purified, the air became clean. 

Even after absorbing the True Energy of many people, Tobias was still weaker than 
Thea in terms of strength. 

The horrifying energy wave suddenly knocked him backward. 

He wanted to flee, but it was already too late. 

Thea was already charging at him with the Malevolent Sword in hand. 

All he could do was defend himself. 

Thomas, who was pretending to be Ezekiel, arrived soon after. 

He could see the intense battle from a great distance away. 

He watched as the Sword Energy and Sword Light danced about the sky in front of him. 

“So powerful.” 

When he saw Thea fighting fiercely with Tobias, he had to take a deep breath. 

The First Blood Emperor and Lucjan showed up next. 

The three of them stood back and watched the fierce fight unfolding in front of them. 

The two men, who had just arrived in a hurry, were both stunned. 

“This is…How are they so powerful?” 



The Blood Emperor felt a frightening aura as he watched the fierce battle from afar. 

Unconsciously adopting a solemn expression, he said, “The strength of the Celestial 
Sect’s Sect Leader is much greater than it was in Durandal. 

“As for Tobias, how did he also become so powerful? He’s only fumbling in the face of 
such a frightening attack He doesn’t appear to be hurt in any way.” 

Lucjan’s expression was more somber. 

As he continued to see people stronger than himself emerge, he grew resentful. 

“Die.” 

His expression was grave. 

He said sternly, “When they’ve fought each other to a bloody draw, we’ll attack.Make 
sure that none of them gets away.Otherwise, it’ll certainly come back to bite us.” 

Thomas, who was pretending to be Ezekiel, remained silent, his gaze fixed on the battle 
in the distance. 

“The strength she’s showing is comparable to the maximum strength of a powerful 
fighter at the Fourth Stair of the Skyward Stairway.” 

Thomas had reached the Fifth Stair of the Skyward Stairway. 

Based on the power Thea had shown, he also made a rough assessment of her 
strength. 

Tobias, on the other hand, was attacked so ferociously that he was unable to strike 
back. 

Nonetheless, he was able to barely defend himself from Thea’s assaults. 

In addition, based on the aura that was erupting from his body, Tobias had the strength 
of a person standing at the Third Stair of the Skyward Stairway.He was not in a rush to 
interfere, since he was aware of the Celestial Sect Leader’s identity. 

Thomas knew she was Thea. 

It was a secret he had always kept to himself.He did not tell anyone, not even James.He 
was curious to see how far Thea, who had absorbed the Spirit Turtle’s blood, could 
grow. 

Could she reach the ninth rank? If she could, it would greatly benefit his future plans. 



In the vast desert up ahead, Thea and Tobias were fighting ferociously. 

After Tobias had absorbed and refined the core of a Spirit Turtle, he was able to fully 
comprehend the Thirteen Heavenly Swords. 

He had cultivated the Thirteen Heavenly Swords and mastered it. 

There were currently thirteen Sword Energies in the sky, circling and weaving around 
one another. 

However, Thea’s Demonic Sword Art was more powerful. 

“Die” 

A low, indifferent voice rang out across the desert. 

Thea appeared in mid-air, holding the Malevolent Sword. 

At that moment, all of the True Energy in her body was flowing into the Malevolent 
Sword. 

The sword in her hands slashed downward. 

A Sword Light with Murderous Energy manifested. 

As soon as the Sword Light appeared, the sky began to distort. 

Time seemed to have stopped at this precise moment. 

Tobias could sense dreadful energy spreading out and moving toward him. 

With a solemn expression on his face, he swung the longsword in his hands. 

The surrounding thirteen Sword Energies promptly gathered. 

Thirteen Sword Energies ascended, colliding with the Sword Light. 

Loud zaps echoed across the desert. 

Under the watchful eyes of several extremely powerful elites, thirteen Sword Energies 
shattered into pieces, instantly engulfed by the Sword Light. 
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Tobias’ facial expression abruptly changed.He quickly dodged it in a flash. 

Just as he had escaped it, the Sword Light struck down.It hit the ground. 

Boom! Clouds of dust swirled up and filled the air in an instant. 

A chasm measuring a hundred meters in length appeared on the ground. 

“How strong.” 

“The strength of the Celestial Sect’s leader appears to be increasing indefinitely.” 

“Yeah.” 

When the three of them saw this happening, they were all stunned, including Thomas. 

Thomas was also astounded by the strength Thea had demonstrated.His expression 
was one of confusion.He muttered to himself, “What’s going on here? How could have 
Thea’s power increased so dramatically in a split second?” 

Despite his experience and knowledge, Thomas was unable to figure it out. 

Tobias, on the other hand, had absorbed all of James’ True Energy, as well as the True 
Energy from a dozen powerful martial artists.His body was on the verge of exploding. 

However, as the fierce fight continued, the True Energy that was thrashing around in his 
body had become noticeably mild. 

“Looks like I need to keep fighting to calm the raging True Energy in my body.Once it 
has quieted down, I’ll be able to absorb more.If I can absorb the power of the Celestial 
Sect’s leader, I’ll be unstoppable.” 

Despite the fact that Tobias was fumbling, he was not defeated yet. 

Now, he had another idea.He wanted to absorb Thea’s power. 

While he was in a daze, Thea had drawn near. 

This time, his reaction was a little slow. 

His left arm was directly struck by the Murderous Energy.His arm instantly snapped. 

Tobias stumbled backward before falling to the ground in the yellow sand. 

Whoosh! Another Sword Light. 



This Sword Light was a fusion of Demonic Sword Art and Murderous Energy. 

Even Thomas would not dare to recklessly compete with such a powerful force. 

Tobias sensed a threatening aura. 

He quickly dodged it, ignoring the pain from his severed arm. 

Boom! The ground was split open once more, forming a large crater. 

At this moment, Callan rushed over. 

As he observed the fierce battle in front of him, he was also astounded by this aura. 

“T-The Sect Leader of the Celestial Sect is so powerful.Tobias has absorbed True 
Energy from James and so many martial artists.Even so, his arm is severed by the 
Celestial Sect’s leader.Who exactly is she?” 

Now, even Callan was becoming curious.He was curious about the identity of the 
Celestial Sect’s Sect Leader, and curious about who she truly was. 

The intense battle was still going on straight ahead. 

Thea had gone through Energy Deviation completely.She was currently fighting solely 
through her subconscious. 

After going through Energy Deviation, the Spirit Turtle’s blood in her body gave her 
incredible strength, adding to the True Demonic Energy she had cultivated and her 
Murderous Energy. 

The formidable power of Demonic Sword Art was greatly enhanced by Murderous 
Energy. 

Tobias was able to stand his ground at the start. 

However, at this point, he was completely outmatched by Thea. 

After having his arm severed, he had taken a few stabs from the sword to his body as 
well. 

Despite having absorbed True Energy from a lot of people, there were indications of his 
defeat. 

At this point, Thomas, who had disguised himself as Ezekiel, clenched his fists.He 
wanted to intervene and kill Tobias. 



However, he and Tobias were biological brothers after all. 

Although Tobias had incapacitated and injured James, he was hesitant to strike. 

Moreover, the more powerful people there were, the better for his future plans. 

Tobias was very powerful right now. 

He could be useful. 

“Phew!” 

Despite having these thoughts, Thomas did not make his move. 

‘Even though James is now crippled, he won’t die.So be it.He can finally retire in peace 
and stop getting involved in the world of ancient martial arts” 

Thomas thought to himself. 

Immediately after, he shouted, “James is going to die, but you’re still here fighting.Go 
save him, quickly.” 

Thomas’ voice was very loud. 

It had an impact on Thea. 

In an instant, Thea’s aura was significantly weakened.She suddenly came to 
herself.She looked at Tobias, who had lost an arm and was covered in blood, then at 
the crowd in the distance. 

Thea was befuddled. 

“What’s going on? Why am I here?” 

After a brief moment of confusion, she remembered she had followed behind to the 
dungeon and saw James lying in a pool of blood on the floor. 

The previous words of ‘James is dying’ made her stop caring about the fight. 

She dashed off, holding the Malevolent Sword, and made her way to the underground 
palace. 

 


